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A fellow GAL nominated Joe Anderson for a
shout out indicating, “Joe always maintains his

integrity and advocates for the children in Mesa
County despite having to trek uphill at times. He

does what is needed to maintain his
professionalism and his cool in the courtroom. He

is inspirational.” Congratulations and great job,
Joe!

Kudos and thanks to the OCR contractors who emailed
documents for addition to the OCR’s Litigation Toolkit in

the last quarter – Holly Gummerson, Allison Hartman,
Danny Jackson, Andrew Price, Julie Yates, and Jennifer
Zamarripa. Your excellent contributions greatly improve

the quality of the Toolkit. We hope other contractors find
your examples as helpful as we do!

Kudos and thanks to Jennifer Walters! Before a recent
dependency and neglect (D&N) adjudicatory jury trial, among

many other extraordinary efforts, Jennifer reviewed records from
the current and prior D&N cases, reviewed numerous proffered

exhibits, prepared the child for the child’s court-ordered testimony,
prepared the caseworker for the caseworker’s testimony after the

county attorney indicated that the county attorney did not intend to
call the caseworker as a witness, reviewed jury instructions,

prepared voir dire questions, drafted an opening statement, and
prepared questions for every witness. Way to go, Jennifer! OCR

is very thankful for you and your many efforts!

Kudos to Rebecca Rian and Ruth Acheson as litigation
support! After attending multiple hearings, summarizing

countless pages of transcripts, addressing late
endorsements of expert witnesses, and completing

extensive briefing, Rebecca and Ruth convinced a court
to reset a termination hearing in a D&N case that is over
four years old. Rebecca’s advocacy is ensuring that the

children on the case finally achieve closure and
permanency. Thank you for your hard work and

diligence, Rebecca!

An RPC recently emailed OCR, praising Maggie Greene and
Niki Weesner. The email included, “I wanted to update you
about a case in […] JV court […]. I had emailed you earlier

this fall about the problems in this case and how Maggie and
Niki were going above, beyond, and then some to help this

family. The case closed today with the family reunited. I could
type and type about all the hard work these two GALs did
for this family. I would nominate them both now as co-GAL
for Year. […] Without Maggie and Niki, I do not know how
things would have ended.” Awesome! Congratulations and

thank you, Maggie and Niki!

Kudos and thanks to Sara Seibert! Sara has once again
shown her incredible commitment to children in Colorado

by volunteering to help a fellow GAL out of her love of
children and desire to help the GAL do what was best
for the children. Sara’s help was purely voluntary and
very appreciated. Her fellow GAL states that Sara is

fabulous at her job and that her care, concern, and
dedication to her kids is outstanding! Thanks, Sara, for

your hard work for kids as well as the support you
provide to your fellow GALs!

Congratulations to Jeff Koy! Jeff recently had a mother
in a juvenile delinquency case write a letter to the court

thanking the court and Colorado taxpayers for
providing Jeff as the GAL for her son. The mother’s

many positive comments included, “It’s been very
intimidating and difficult to navigate through the

Juvenile process which has caused me to be under the
influence of some very intense emotions worrying about

my son’s future. I almost felt I was going to have a
nervous breakdown because I was so overwhelmed
with anxiety and fear, but it didn’t take long for me to
realize that [my son] was in good hands. I recognize

Jeff has a heavy case load, nevertheless, he went above
and beyond in his duties in working in the best interests
of [my son] and his future. Jeff ’s support and guidance

helped us get through this ordeal and I consider him a
true blessing in our lives.” Thank you, Jeff, for your hard

work and dedication to this youth!

Congratulations to Anna Ulrich! Anna did an
excellent job arguing People in the Interest of
A.R. before the Colorado Supreme Court and
representing the GAL/child’s position in this

case. Her excellent argument can be accessed at:
https://tinyurl.com/r8ou2o3

A fellow GAL nominated Jill Sage for a shout out indicating the
following. “Jill is a dedicated GAL who is not only a truly good

attorney, but a truly good person. Her heart for this work is apparent,
but she is so humble, I'm not certain how much other people know

how great she is. A couple of months ago I was sitting in court, during
a docket day for our D&Ns, waiting for my cases to be called, when
Jill s case was being heard on a standard Review. I am still not sure

about the background of the case, but her ‘client,’ a teenage boy
seemed to be shifting in his seat a bit. As the Magistrate was

wrapping up the hearing, the teen leaned forward into the microphone
and, unprompted asked to say something. He proceeded to tell the
Court how Jill was the one person that really made a difference for

him. He continued, that while his brother's calls, and his mother's visits
were helpful for him while he was in detention, what really helped him

get through was Jill. He felt like Jill invested in him, listened to him,
and believed in him. He told the court he felt Jill's support was what

allowed him to be able to live back at home with his mom, and have his
family back together. I was literally in tears in the gallery. Even more

impressive, Jill's response was something to the effect of, ‘I'm just
doing my job, the family did the hard work.’ It's an honor to work with

someone with such integrity, dedication, and humility, who also
knows her stuff and is first class litigator. Jill most definitely

deserves a shout out!!” Wow. Congratulations and great job, Jill!

NOMINATE at

tinyurl.com/ShoutOutOCR

Nominate an OCR Attorney or SSP
for a "shout-out" in our next OCR

Newsletter! 


